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9 ABSTRACT: Control over solid state structure is critical for effective
10 performance in optoelectronic devices bearing π-conjugated charge mediating
11 organic materials. A series of five structurally related N-benzyl-substituted
12 diketopyrrolopyrroles (DPPs) differing solely in 2 out their 60 atoms were
13 synthesized and crystal structures obtained. Systematic variation of the long axis
14 aligned, π−π stacks has been identified within the single crystal structure series
15 and intermolecular interaction energies and charge transfer integrals for the π−π
16 stacks have been computed by means of density functional theory (M06-2X/6-
17 311G(d)). The computed intermolecular interaction energies as well as charge
18 transfer integrals were further investigated utilizing a series of systematically
19 cropped dimer pairs, highlighting the crucial role of the benzyl/halo substitution
20 on stabilization of these π−π dimers. Two of the DPPs, including a new
21 polymorph of a previously reported structure exhibit twice the intermolecular
22 interaction energy and comparable hole transfer integrals to Rubrene, one of the most efficient hole conducting materials known.
23 The computed properties for all of the π−π dimer systems reported herein are consistent with trends predicted by a model
24 system. As such these materials show great promise as charge mediators in organic electronic applications and may be exploited
25 in systematic structure activity based investigations of charge transfer theory.

26 ■ INTRODUCTION

27 Diketopyrrolopyrrole derivatives are widely employed in the
28 pigment industry1−3 and have seen an increasing surge of
29 interest as charge transfer mediators in field effect transis-
30 tors,4−9 as well as dye-based solar cell technologies.10−16 We
31 are currently engaged in the development of small molecule
32 diketopyrrolopyrrole platforms in novel optoelectronic and
33 sensing applications. In π-conjugated charge mediating organic
34 systems, crystal engineering by means of control of molecular
35 solid state organization and crystal structure are critical for
36 effective device performance.17−19 Small changes in molecular
37 structure can have a dramatic impact on those intermolecular
38 electronic interactions which influence key charge transport
39 properties such as charge transfer integrals in organic
40 conducting materials.20,21 Despite their wide study, there
41 remains an identified need to examine in more detail the
42 impact of systematic structural variation on DPP crystal
43 structures and how that thereby influences the emergence of
44 semiconductor bands in these organic materials.18 The detailed
45 mechanism accounting for charge transport in organic
46 conducting materials is the subject of considerable debate.22,23

47 However, electronic coupling, or charge transfer integrals for
48 hole/electron transport, th/e, play a significant role in all of these
49 treatments. Semiconductor band models23,24 of charge trans-

50port equate the hole or electron bandwidth, BWh/e to 4th/e,
51whereas th/e

2 appears in the pre-exponential factor of thermally
52activated charge transport models including Marcus Theory.22

53Thus, and led by theoretical treatment of charge transport in
54organic media, structural control within crystallographic
55environments leading to large and systematic variation in th/e
56is a highly desirable feature of any potential charge mediating
57organic crystalline system.
58In the following, we report the synthesis, determination and
59 s1characterization of five DPP based crystal structures (Scheme 1
60 f1and Figure 1C), that vary systematically on the basis of atom
61substituents at the para position of the DPP core phenyl ring.
62The five structures determined were based on hydro (HBDPP),
63chloro (ClBDPPα and ClBDPPβ), bromo (BrBDPP), and iodo
64(IBDPP) substituted DPPs as indicated in Scheme 1. Variation
65of halogen substitution was rationalized upon the enhanced
66optoelectronic behavior observed in materials containing these
67groups.17,25 All of these structures exhibit long molecular axis,
68slipped, π−π cofacial stacking motifs which are generally
69considered to be the key structural features leading to the
70emergence of semiconductor band structures in organic
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71 crystalline materials.20,21 The degree of long molecular axis slip
72 and hence charge transfer integral varies systematically with
73 halo substitution on the phenyl groups while the short axis slip
74 is controlled to within 0.3 Å in all but one structure, as opposed
75 to those nonbenzylated diketopyrrolopyrrole analogues.26,27

76 The study also establishes a new crystal polymorph of ClBDPP
77 with significantly different computed electronic properties to
78 that of the crystal structure previously reported28 (herein
79 denoted as ClBDPPα), representing one of very few examples
80 of polymorphism in N-substituted diketopyrrolopyrrole de-
81 rivatives.29 An observation that illustrates the potential for
82 polymorphism induced enhancement of optoelectronic per-
83 formance in organic devices.18

84In addition, two of the new crystal structures reported
85possess computed th values comparable to that of Rubrene30,31

86one of the most effective charge carrying organic crystalline
87materials32 (which we use as a reference material). Small
88variations in the intermolecular displacements within the
89dimers comprising the stacks are responsible for significant
90changes in the magnitude and character of charge transfer
91integrals. Consequently, large intermolecular interactions, ΔECP
92are highly desirable to preserve the thermal integrity of the 1-D
93π−π stacks. However, it is important to establish the nature of
94the interactions leading to large ΔECP values; vibrational
95activation of multiple, individual low energy interactions at
96room temperature may lead to considerable thermal-induced
97slippage of the π−π stacks leading in turn to thermally induced
98variation in th/e. The optimal hydro and chloro benzyl
99substituted DPP derivatives investigated exhibit either com-
100parable or twice as large as the computed ΔECP for the Rubrene
101dimer in Figure 1B. As a consequence, our results should be of
102broad interest to those developing crystalline organic electronic
103materials, particularly those based around the DPP architecture.

104■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
105Reagents and Instrumentation. Pigment Red 254 and Pigment
106Red 3100D were kindly obtained from BASF as a gift and used as
107received. Unless otherwise stated, all other starting materials and
108reagents were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. 1H
109NMR and 13C NMR spectra were determined using a JEOL ECS400
110400 MHz spectrometer (in CDCl3 or DMSO-d6,). Elemental analyses
111were carried out using the service provided at Jagiellonian University
112in Krakow, Poland. FTIR analyses were carried out on the neat
113samples by attenuated total reflectance using a PerkinElmer, Spectrum
114One FTIR Spectrometer, with Universal ATR Sampling Accessory.
115Synthesis. 3,6-Diphenyldihydropyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-dione
116(HDPP). A mixture of potassium tertiary butoxide (21.04 g, 187
117mmol) and benzonitrile (6.36 g, 61 mmol) in anhydrous 2-methyl-2-
118butanol (10 mL) was heated at reflux temperature. Under vigorous
119stirring, dimethyl succinate (4.74 g, 32 mmol) was added over 2 h.
120After it was further stirred for 2 h at reflux temperature, the mixture
121was cooled to 50 °C and treated with methanol (40 mL) and acetic
122acid (12 mL). After further cooling to room temperature, the
123precipitate was collected by filtration with a membrane filter (0.45 μm,

Scheme 1. DPP Synthetic Routea

a(i) PhCNX, Na, t-amyl alcohol, 120 °C; (ii) BzBr, K2CO3, DMF, 120 °C; (iii) NaI, CuI, DMAc, 165 °C.

Figure 1. (A) XBDPP crystal structures determined with short and
long molecular axes in blue and red, respectively. (B and C) Long and
short molecular axis perspective views of the crystal extracted π−π
overlapped dimers (left and right columns respectively). (B) b axis
stack Rubrene. (C) Top to bottom: HBDPP, ClBDPPβ, BrBDPP,
IBDPP, and ClBDPPα.
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124 ø 47 mm), washed repeatedly with water and dried to give HDPP
125 (2.89 g, 35%) as an insoluble red powder. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6): 7.58
126 (6H, m, ArH), 8.43, (4H, m, ArH),11.31, (2H, s, NH). IR (ATR)/
127 cm−1: 3134 (NH), 3049 (ArH), 1648 (CO), 1641 (NH) 1568
128 (CC), 1501 (CC), 765.15 (ArH), 739.45 (ArH).
129 2,5-Dibenzyl-3,6-diphenylpyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4(2H,5H)-dione
130 (HBDPP). A suspension of potassium carbonate (7.00 g, 51 mmol) in
131 DMF (40 mL) was heated at 120 °C. At this temperature under
132 vigorous stirring, HDPP (2.00 g, 6.9 mmol) was added giving a dark
133 violet color. Benzyl bromide (6 mL, 50 mmol) in DMF (10 mL) was
134 dropped into the pigment solution slowly over 40 min. The mixture
135 was stirred at 120 °C for a further 2 h and the color changed to dark
136 orange. The reaction was quenched by cooling to room temperature
137 and adding an ice-cooled methanol−water mixture (100 mL). The
138 precipitate was collected by filtration and washed repeatedly with
139 methanol and water. The crude product was purified by wet flash
140 chromatography, eluting with a gradient of 0−70% hexane in DCM to
141 give HBDPP (0.8 g, 24%) as an orange powder. 1H NMR (CDCl3):
142 4.95 (4H, s, CH2), 7.18 (4H, d, ArH), 7.23−7.30 (6H, m, ArH),
143 7.41−7.46 (6H, m, ArH), 7.73(4H, d, ArH). 13C NMR (CDCl3): 46.0
144 (CH2), 126.8 (CC) 127.5 (CC), 127.9 (CC), 128.8 (CC),
145 128.9 (CC), 129.1 (CC), 131.5 (CC), 137.5 (CC), 149.1
146 (CC), 163.2 (CO). IR (ATR)/cm−1: 3033 (ArH), 2932 (CH2),
147 1659 (CO), 1603 (CC), 1566 (CC), 1496 (CC), 1382
148 (CH2), 1358 (CH2), 728 (ArH). Anal. Calcd for C32H24N2O2: C,
149 82.03; H, 5.16; N, 5.98. Found: C, 81.77; H, 5.21; N, 5.76. Melting
150 point: 278 °C.
151 2,5-Dibenzyl-3,6-bis(4-chlorophenyl)pyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-
152 (2H,5H)-dione (ClBDPP). The procedure was similar to that described
153 for HBDPP from Pigment Red 254 (0.29 g, 0.81 mmol), K2CO3 (1,50
154 g, 11 mmol) and benzyl bromide (1.19 mL, 10 mmol). The precipitate
155 was collected by filtration and recrystallized from ethanol/DCM to
156 give ClBDPP as an orange/red powder (0.20 g, 45%). 1H NMR
157 (CDCl3): 4.95 (4H, s, CH2), 7.16 (4H, d, ArH), 7.23−7.32 (6H, m,
158 ArH), 7.41 (4H,d, ArH), 7.70 (4H, d, ArH). 13C NMR (CDCl3): 45.8
159 (CH2), 126.2 (CC), 126.6 (CC), 127.7 (CC),129.0 (CC),
160 129.3 (CC), 130.5 (CC), 137.2 (CC), 137.8 (CC), 148.1

161(CC), 162.9 (CO). IR(ATR)/cm−1: 2947 (ArH), 2923 (ArH),
1621670 (CO), 1613 (CC), 1586 (CC), 1500 (CC),
1631376(CH2), 1355 (CH2) 834 (ArH), 849, (ArH), 676 (ArH). Anal.
164Calcd for C32H22N2O2Cl2: C, 71.51; H, 4.13; N, 5.21. Found: C,
16571.55; H, 4.16; N, 5.11. Melting point: both polymorphs 276−278 °C.
1662,5-Dibenzyl-3,6-bis(4-bromophenyl)pyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-
167(2H,5H)-dione (BrBDPP). The procedure was similar to that described
168for HDPP from Pigment Red 3100D (1.45 g, 3.11 mmol), K2CO3

169(6.00 g, 43 mmol) and benzyl bromide (4.60 mL, 38 mmol).
170Recrystallization from hexane gave BrBDPP as a red powder (1.03 g,
17150%). 1H NMR (CDCl3): 4.94 (4H, s, CH2), 7.16 (4H, d, ArH),
1727.24−7.30 (6H, m, ArH), 7.56 (4H, d, ArH), 7.63 (4H, d, ArH). 13C
173NMR (CDCl3): 45.8 (CH2), 126.3 (CC), 126.7 (CC), 127.7
174(CC), 129.0 (CC), 130.6 (CC), 132.3 (CC), 137.2 (C
175C), 148.2 (CC), 162.7 (CO). IR (ATR)/cm−1: 3031 (ArH),
1762990 (CH2), 1658 (CO), 1586 (CC), 1542 (CC), 1377
177(CH2), 1354 (CH2), 834 (ArH), 823 (ArH), 695 (ArH), 683 (ArH).
178Anal. Calcd for C32H22N2O2Br2: C, 61.36; H, 3.54; N, 4.47. Found: C,
17961.53; H, 3.56; N, 4.58. Melting point: 250 °C.
1802,5-Dibenzyl-3,6-bis(4-iodophenyl)pyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-
181(2H,5H)-dione (IBDPP). A mixture of BrBDPP (1.00 g, 1.6 mmol),
182sodium iodide (3.60 g, 24 mmol), copper(I) iodide (1.52 g, 8 mmol)
183and dimethylacetamide (35 mL) was stirred under nitrogen at 165 °C
184for 125 h. The resulting mixture was then cooled to 80 °C and mixed
185with water (50 mL). The slurry was filtered and washed with water (2
186× 30 mL) and ethanol (10 mL), which gave a pink/red powder. The
187powder was boiled with chloroform and filtered, and then recrystal-
188lized from chloroform/hexane to give IBDPP as a red powder (0.19 g,
18933%). 1H NMR (CDCl3): 4.94 (4H, s, CH2), δ 7.16 (4H, d, ArH),
1907.24−7.29, (6H, m, ArH), 7.45 (4H, d, ArH), 7.76 (4H, d, ArH). 13C
191NMR (CDCl3): 45.8 (CH2), 126.6 (CC), 127.7 (CC), 129.0
192(CC), 130.4 (CC), 130.6 (CC), 132.3 (CC), 137.2 (C
193C), 138.3 (CC), 148.3 (CC), 162.7 (CO). IR (ATR)/cm−1:
1943029 (ArH), 2990 (CH2), 1659 (CO), 1610 (CC), 1585 (C
195C), 1537 (CC), 1490 (CH2), 832 (ArH), 822 (ArH), 695 (ArH),
196674 (ArH). Anal. Calcd for C32H22N2O2I2: C, 53.36; H, 3.08; N, 3.89.
197Found: C, 53.49; H, 3.18; N, 3.98. Melting point: 276 °C.

Table 1. Selected Crystallographic Data and Refinement Parameters for XBDPP Compounds

HBDPP ClBDPPβ BrBDPP IBDPP ClBDPPα

formula C32H24N2O2 C32H22Cl2N2O2 C32H22Br2N2O2 C32H22I2N2O2 C32H22Cl2N2O2

Mr (g mol−1) 468.35 537.42 626.34 720.32 537.42
cryst syst triclinic monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic
space group P1̅ P21/c P21/a P21/c P21/c
temp (K) 153(2) 100(2) 100(2) 120(2) 100(2)
a (Å) 5.8501(5) 13.237(18) 9.1771(10) 9.4307(8) 8.401(5)
b (Å) 7.8284(6) 15.442(19) 15.0045(18) 13.8089(15) 10.063(6)
c (Å) 13.0761(12) 6.276(8) 9.3642(12) 10.1510(5) 14.799(9)
α (deg) 74.624(8)
β (deg) 83.442(7) 99.524(18) 97.956(7) 93.843(6) 92.610(6)
γ (deg) 86.913(7)
V (Å3) 573.46(8) 1265(3) 1277.0(3) 1318.97(19) 1249.8(13)
Z 1 2 2 2 2
X-ray source tube synchrotron rotating anode tube synchrotron
wavelength (Å) 1.5418 0.6889 0.71073 0.71073 0.6889
measured reflns 4553 10080 11464 5597 11910
unique reflns 2231 2274 2240 2907 2833
Rint 0.0207 0.1161 0.1151 0.0320 0.0386
observed reflns [I > 2σ(I)] 1987 1383 1516 2202 2378
μ (mm−1) 0.671 0.291 3.208 2.418 0.295
no. of params 163 172 172 172 172
2θmax (deg) 146.35 49.00 50.00 56.18 53.66
R [on F, obs reflns only] 0.0404 0.0898 0.0684 0.0491 0.0527
wR [on F2, all data] 0.1113 0.2621 0.1851 0.1236 0.1423
GOF 1.074 1.029 1.001 1.031 1.098
largest diff. peak/hole (e Å−3) 0.227/−0.248 0.677/−0.690 0.837/−1.472 1.154/−0.595 0.822/−0.366
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198 Preparation of Crystals for Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction
199 analysis. HBDPP. Slow evaporation of a cooled solution of HBDPP
200 in DCM/hexane (1:1).
201 ClBDPPα. Slow evaporation of a cooled solution of ClBDPP in
202 DCM/hexane (1:1).
203 ClBDPPβ. Slow evaporation of a solution of ClBDPP in chloroform
204 at room temperature.
205 BrBDPP. Slow evaporation of a cooled solution of BrBDPP in
206 DCM/hexane (1:1).
207 IBDPP. Slow evaporation of a cooled solution of IBDPP in DCM/
208 hexane (1:1).
209 Crystal Structure Determination. Single-crystal data for both Cl
210 polymorphs were measured at Station I19 of the DIAMOND
211 synchrotron light source.33 Other data sets were measured with
212 laboratory-based instruments using monochromatic radiation. The
213 structures were refined to convergence against F2 using all
214 independent reflections and by full-matrix least-squares using the

t1 215 program SHELXL-97.34 Selected parameters are given in Table 1 and
216 full details are given in the deposited cif files. CCDC reference
217 numbers 980388−980392 contain the supplementary crystallographic
218 data for this paper.
219 Computational Details. All molecular modeling studies were
220 carried out using the density functionals indicated below as
221 implemented in Spartan10 software.35 Dimer interaction energies,
222 ΔECP, were all corrected for basis set superposition error (BSSE) using
223 the counterpoise correction method.36 Using a cutoff distance of van
224 der Waals (VdW) radius +0.3 Å, all nearest neighbor dimer interaction
225 energies of crystal extracted-dimer structures and charge transfer
226 integrals of π−π dimers were calculated using the M06-2X density
227 functional37 and 6-311G(d) basis set. This density functional has been
228 shown to give good account of the dimer interaction energies of π−π
229 interacting systems.38,39 Charge transfer integrals exhibited little
230 dependence on basis set (6-31G(d), 6-31G(d)(p), 6-31+G(d) and
231 6-311G(d) were examined). The final choice of 6-311G(d) was based
232 on its suitability for Iodo containing structures. All results in the main
233 text therefore refer to M06-2X/6-311G(d) calculations on crystal
234 derived dimer species.
235 The computation of the dimer interactions of an HDPP model
236 system were performed by means of single point M06-2X/6-31G(d)
237 calculations on a series of HDPP model dimers to determine both
238 charge transfer integrals and dimer interaction energies and were
239 carried out as follows: the dimer comprised two M06-2X/6-31G(d)
240 generated HDPP monomer structures where the phenyl/DPP
241 torsional angles were constrained to 0°. The two monomers were
242 mutually aligned parallel and directly on top of another with an
243 intermonomer separation distance, Δz = 3.6 Å. Starting from the fully
244 eclipsed structure, Δx = 0, one monomer was shifted relative to the
245 other by a distance Δx in a series of approximately 0.3 Å increments
246 while keeping Δy = 0 and Δz = 3.6 Å. A series of single point, BSSE
247 corrected M06-2X/6-31G(d) dimer interaction energies, ΔECP, were
248 computed over the full 15.3 Å of Δx slip. No geometry relaxation of
249 the monomers or dimer structures was allowed at any point.

250 ■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

251 Structural Description. Five single-crystal structures of
252 XBDPP derivatives where X denotes the substituents on the
253 para position of the phenyl rings on positions 3 and 6 of the
254 DPP core and B represents the N-benzyl substitution, are
255 presented and compared. ClBDPP was found to exist as two
256 polymorphic forms, the previously described yellow form28

257 (hereafter ClBDPPα) and a new red form (hereafter
258 ClBDPPβ). Although single crystal structures of pigment
259 materials are often hard to come by, due largely to the inherent
260 solubility of these compounds, the current interest in DPP
261 derived materials has led to a number of structural reports.
262 Indeed a search of the CCDC (July 2014 version) found 63
263 DPP structures with C6 aromatic substituents as per the
264 compounds described here.40 This included a description of a

265DMF solvate of BrBDPP.41 Despite this relative abundance of
266database structures, the XBDPP structures reported here are of
267especial importance as due to the sequential variation of the X
268groups, they form a rare systematic series of DPP structures.
269This gives a unique opportunity to probe structure−property
270relationships in these materials.
271All 5 structures have molecules with crystallographically
272imposed centrosymmetry (Z′ = 0.5) with an inversion center
273sited in the middle of the transannular C−C bond that is shared
274by the two 5-membered rings of the DPP core. This is a
275common structural feature of the symmetrically substituted
276DPP structures found in the crystallographic database. The
277bond lengths of the DPP fragments of all the XBDPP species
278(including the solvate of BrBDPP) show no chemically
279significant variations: all are essentially equivalent and thus
280changing X does not have a measurable effect here. For the
281HBDPP and ClBDPP species, the N atoms are distorted
282somewhat from planar geometry. This slight pyrimidalization is
283most noticeable in the displacement of the phenyl C atom
284bound to N out of the DPP ring plane (by 0.377(2), 0.319(4),
285and 0.294(9) Å for HBDPP, ClBDPPα and ClBDPPβ,
286respectively). This effect is smaller for the heavier analogues
287(0.151(12) and 0.066(8) Å for BrBDPP and IBDPP,
288respectively) a sequence that is suggestive of a systematic
289change. This distortion appears to be correlated with a change
290in dihedral angle between the planes of the DPP and benzyl
291rings. These angles are 77.67(7)°, 76.81(19)°, 85.3(3)°,
29288.9(3)°, and 79.36(9)° for the HBDPP, ClBDPPβ, BrBDPP,
293IBDPP and ClBDPPα substituted species. Thus, more perfectly
294planar N atoms are associated with more perfectly perpendic-
295ular dihedral angles.
296Comparing polymorphs ClBDPPα and ClBDPPβ, a clear
297difference in molecular conformation is apparent as illustrated
298 f2in Figure 2. For the α form the chlorobenzene ring is twisted
299much further out of the DPP ring plane than is the case for the
300β form (compare torsion angles of 44.0(3)° and 20.0(7)°). All
301the other XBDPP structures have smaller twists, in line with
302that of the β form (range 20.6(10)−22.5(2)°). The slightly
303more dense α form is thus the outlier here. Analyzing the
304structures found in the database search shows that the α form is

Figure 2. Molecular structures of ClBDPPα (left) and ClBDPPβ
(right) drawn with C6H4Cl rings perpendicular to the page so as to
emphasize the difference in molecular conformation.
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305 unusual in a wider sense too. The equivalent torsion angles in
306 the database search ranged from 0° to 65°, however all other
307 structures with large torsion angles (approximately 35−65°)
308 involved aromatic C6 rings with sterically demanding ortho
309 substituents. ClBDPPα is thus unusual in its color (yellow
310 versus red in the β form), in its molecular conformation and in
311 its intermolecular packing.
312 Each packing structure can be described as π stacked along a
313 crystallographic axis (a for HBDPP and BrBDPP, b for
314 ClBDPPα, and c for ClBDPPβ and IBDPP) with short contacts
315 formed between the DPP and C6H4X rings (for example C···C

f3 316 separations of 3.345 Å in HBDPP, see Figure 3). As cofacial

317 π−π stacks are of great importance in developing semi-
318 conductor bandwidth in crystalline organic materials, they were
319 subject to further investigation and are described below in
320 terms of a long molecular axis (the X to X vector incorporating
321 the longest π system) and a short axis running between the
322 benzyl rings, see Figure 1A.
323 Intermolecular Interaction Energies, ΔECP. To probe
324 thermal integrity and dimer stability we calculated the
325 intermolecular interaction energies. All the nearest neighbors
326 (within a distance equal to that of the van der Waals radius +0.3
327 Å for all the XBDPPs were identified and their dimer
328 interactions energies, ΔECP computed (refer to Supporting
329 Information for full details). It is noteworthy that the π−π
330 dimers in Figure 1C exhibit the strongest nearest neighbor
331 dimer interaction energies of all the respective structures. If it is
332 assumed that ΔECP for all of the individual dimers are
333 determined by local interactions, then the relative thermal
334 stability of the various crystal structures can be estimated based
335 on the sum of all of the ΔECPs from nearest neighbor dimer
336 interactions. We find then that total binding energy of the α
337 and β forms of ClBDPP are effectively identical; −263 and
338 −264 kJ mol−1 respectively (as were their melting points; 276−
339 278 °C). The β form has 8 nearest neighbors versus 12 for the
340 α form, thus the large π−π dimer ΔECP of the β (−69.6 kJ
341 mol−1) versus the α (−42.5 kJ mol−1) polymorph is offset by
342 the larger number of weaker nearest neighbor dimer
343 interactions associated with the latter’s crystal structure. The
344 largest and lowest total interaction energies were found for
345 HBDPP (−294 kJ mol−1) and BrBDPP (−253 kJ mol−1)
346 respectively which also crudely reflect their respective melting
347 points of 278 and 250 °C. Explicit thermal analysis would

348clearly be of interest here and will feature in later studies of
349these systems.
350Given the key role of the π−π stacking motif in mediating
351charge transfer processes in organic materials,31,38,42 we
352concentrate the remainder of our discussion on these dimer
353pairs. Spaced filled structures for these dimers are given in
354Figure 1B (for Rubrene30) and 1C (for XBDPPs) from the
355perspective of the long and short molecular axis, x and y
356respectively. Dimer interaction energies, ΔECP of −70.2, −69.9,
357−39.5, −35.5, and −42.5 kJ mol−1 were computed for HBDPP,
358ClBDPPβ, BrBDPP, IBDPP, and ClBDPPα. These are either
359comparable or twice as large as −35.6 kJ mol−1 obtained for the
360Rubrene π−π cofacial dimer in Figure 1B, suggesting that the
361thermal integrity of the HBDPP and ClBDPPβ 1-D π−π stacks
362may be greater than that of the Rubrene stack. Furthermore,
363these large interaction energies for π−π cofacial systems are
364somewhat at odds with recent suggestions in the literature that
365such interactions in DPP based systems are weak.43 Instead we
366find that they represent the strongest dimer interactions of all
367in our systems. Large intermolecular interaction energies and
368the consequent high thermal integrity represent a highly
369desirable feature in organic charge transfer mediators in regards
370to the sensitivity of th/e to small intermolecular displace-
371ments,20,21,42 so the significant interaction energies obtained
372here relative to Rubrene are of particular note.
373The most striking feature of the XBDPP π−π dimers is the
374systematic and progressive increase of the intermonomer
375displacement over the long molecular axis, Δx, with increasing
376size of the halogen ranging from 4.5, 5.1, 8.4, and 9.4 Å for
377HBDPP, ClBDPPβ, BrBDPP, and IBDPP respectively (Figure
3781C). Concomitant displacements along the short molecular, y,
379axis are relatively invariant, 0.0 < Δy < 0.3 Å in these XBDPP
380systems. The exception to this strong Δy alignment is the
381ClBDPPα polymorph (which also exhibits a different molecular
382conformation to the others) where Δx = 9.4 Å and Δy = 1.3 Å.
383Vertical, Δz, displacements as defined by the distance between
384xy planes of the two comprising monomers are all within VdWs
385contact and are of the order of 3.2−3.5 Å. To rationalize the
386effects of substitution in developing this strong alignment along
387the short molecular axis as well as the effect of the benzyl
388groups in these XBDPP systems, the crystal structures of the
389nonbenzylated analogues, namely HDPP27 and ClDPP26 were
390downloaded and π−π stacked dimers extracted from the
391CCDB. These exhibit two π−π stacking interactions each per
392molecule as opposed to their benzylated counterparts. For
393HDPP, these are associated with Δx, Δy, and Δz of 0.7, 1.8, 3.5
394Å and 1.9, 5.6, 2.9 Å respectively. For ClDPP Δx, Δy and Δz
395are observed of 3.4, 3.0, 3.1 and 2.3, 4.3, 3.2 Å, respectively; Δy
396consistently exceeds those reported here for the associated
397XBDPPs indicating the influence of the benzyl substituents in
398restricting the displacement along the short molecular axis in at
399least two of the five dimers in Figure 1C. This Δy restriction
400has also been the case in other structural analogues
401incorporating solubilizing alkyl chains instead of benzyl
402groups.43 The role of the substituents, both halogen atoms
403and benzyl groups, in controlling the displacements along the
404long and short molecular axis respectively, was examined
405through a series of ΔECP calculations on various cropped
406XBDPP dimers.
407 t2In Table 2 we use bold italics to denote intact, XBDPP
408crystal π−π dimers as listed in Figure 1 and bold for the
409derived, cropped structures. Halogen substituents and benzyl
410groups were cropped out and replaced with H atoms

Figure 3. Dimeric pair of molecules from HBDPP showing the closest
π−π cofacial contacts as light blue dotted lines.
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411 individually and then simultaneously yielding BDPP, XDPP,
412 and DPP cropped π−π dimers, respectively. The intermolec-
413 ular interaction energies are summarized in Table 2 for these
414 dimer pairs.
415 On the basis of the difference between ΔECP values of the
416 BDPP and DPP pairs, it can be seen that the benzyl groups
417 appear to play a significant role in stabilization of the DPP cores
418 in the HBDPP and ClBDPPβ π−π dimers, but not in those of
419 BrBDPP, IBDPP and ClBDPPα. There are three local, benzyl
420 based contributing interactions responsible for the stability
421 imparted into the HBDPP and ClBDPPβ π−π dimer pairs;
422 cofacial, slipped benzene/benzene type between the two
423 phenyls of the benzyl groups,39,44 a benzene/benzene “T”
424 interaction45,46 between the phenyls of the benzyl and DPP
425 groups and finally an electrostatically favorable interaction
426 between the electronegative (carbonyl) O atom of one DPP
427 core and the electropositive H atoms of the benzyl-methylene
428 groups of the second DPP core in the π−π dimer. The lower
429 degree of benzyl-induced stabilization observed for ClBDPPβ is
430 consistent with the slighter greater O···H atom as well as
431 slipped cofacial π−π benzene (benzyl) distances versus the
432 HBDPP dimer pair originating from the larger Δx within the
433 former dimer. There are two sets of each of these benzyl-based
434 interactions per π−π dimer.
435 The effect of the halo substitution on ΔECP can be teased out
436 from examination of two pairs of results. The XDPP versus
437 DPP results indicate slipped, cofacial halo-aryl/halo-aryl type
438 interactions contribute a total of ∼10−20 kJ mol−1 toward
439 ΔECP in the halo XBDPP dimers. Their contribution increases
440 with increasing size of the halogen and the strength of such
441 interactions show little variation between the α and β
442 polymorphs (9.3 and 11.6 kJ mol−1 respectively) of ClBDPP.
443 Comparison of the ΔECP results for the XBDPP and BDPP
444 π−π dimers versus the XDPP and DPP indicates the role of
445 benzyl-halo interactions in stabilizing the XBDPP π−π dimers.
446 “L” type close contacts between the electropositive phenyl
447 hydrogen atoms of the benzyl groups and increasingly
448 anisotropic electronegative X are observed in ClBDPPα,
449 BrBDPP, and IBDPP π−π dimers. These electrostatically
450 driven halo-L-bonding “collar and cuff contacts” may be
451 associated with a slight additional stability of ca. 3 and 5 kJ
452 mol−1 for BrBDPP and IBDPP respectively over and above the
453 apparently more dominant halo-aryl interactions also present.
454 As anticipated by the lack of appropriate contacts in ClBDPPβ,
455 there is no indication of any additional stability conferred by
456 such interactions in this case nor of significance in ClBDPPα,
457 where Δy = 1.2 Å is observed.
458 Both halo-aryl/halo-aryl type and benzyl based inter
459 monomer contacts may therefore contribute significantly to
460 the overall stability of the XBDPP π−π dimer structures. Both

461interaction types appear to contribute to ΔECP of the short Δx
462slip halo π−π dimer (ClBDPPβ) and the former to those π−π
463dimers exhibiting longest Δx slippage (BrBDPP, IBDPP and
464ClBDPPα). The sum of all of these halo and benzyl substituent
465associated interactions leads to enhancements of 10−30 kJ
466mol−1 in ΔECP for XBDPP versus DPP π−π stacked dimers. It
467would therefore appear that benzyl substituents actively play an
468energetic role in the short molecular axis alignment of both
469HBDPP and ClBDPPβ monomers in forming the cofacial π−π
470dimers as demonstrated by the results summarized in Table 2
471and comparison with Δy observed in the crystal structures of
472nonbenzylated HDPP and ClDPP pigments. Their active role is
473less acute, although still favorable, in the halo-L-type electro-
474static interactions contributing ∼3−5 kJ mol−1 to ΔECP of
475BrBDPP and IBDPP. All of these XBDPPs exhibit Δy < 0.5 Å.
476On the other hand, ClBDPPα has Δy = 1.2 Å and there is no
477evidence of the benzyl substituent conferring any stability to its
478π−π dimer system.
479In short, over and above any steric influence of benzylic
480substituents in restricting Δy, there is evidence for these groups
481enhancing the π−π dimer binding energy in all XBDPP systems
482with Δy < 0.3 Å and no evidence of any energetic stability on
483ClBDPPα. This is contrary to most DPP small molecules
484utilizing solubilizing N-alkyl groups,43 and enforces the
485importance of N-benzyl substitution on facilitating cofacial
486alignment in DPP structures which may enhance charge
487transport in these particular crystalline DPP systems compared
488to others that have been published.
489In effect, the XBDPP dimers in Figure 1C effectively
490represent a series of crystallographic “snap-shorts” taken over
491the course of a 1-D translation of one XBDPP monomer
492relative to the other over the long molecular axis. A natural
493question arises: what then are the underlying factors controlling
494ΔECP in DPP based π−π dimer systems? This led us to
495generate a stacked HDPP cofacial π−π dimer model at the
496M06-2X/6-31G(d) level. Starting from a fully x, y eclipsed
497structure with Δz = 3. Six Å, one monomer was translated
498relative to the second in 0.3 Å increments along x, keeping y
499and z constant. ΔECP of the dimer was computed at each
500increment.
501 f4Figure 4 shows the counter poise corrected M06-2X/
502631G(d) computed HDPP dimer interaction energy, ΔECP,

Table 2. Counterpoise-Corrected Interaction Energies for
Structurally Modified and Non-Structurally Modified π−π
Dimers of Different N-Benzyl-Substituted DPP Derivatives
(M06-2X/6-311G(d))

compound
XBDPP

(kJ mol−1)
XDPP

(kJ mol−1)
BDPP

(kJ mol−1)
DPP (kJ
mol−1)

HBDPP −70.1 −41.9 −70.1 −41.9
ClBDPPβ −69.9 −51.2 −64.6 −41.9
BrBDPP −39.5 −34.4 −23.4 −21.7
IBDPP −35.5 −30.7 −12.01 −11.7
ClBDPPα −42.5 −41.2 −29.7 −29.6

Figure 4. Counterpoise-corrected M06-2X/6-31G(d) HDPP model
dimer interaction energy as a function of intermonomer slip, Δx.
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503 as a function of Δx in red. Multiple minima in the resulting PES
504 are observed corresponding to Δx = 1.5, 3.5, 5.1, 7.5, and 10.2
505 Å. The PES global minimum of 40 kJmol−1 is found at Δx = 3.5
506 Å. The nature of the interactions responsible for the stability of
507 cofacial π−π dimer systems has been the focus of considerable
508 attention in recent years39,44,47−50 and the often quoted π−π
509 donor−acceptor interaction description51 has been shown to be
510 inadequate39,44 at least in simple benzene based π−π dimer
511 systems. Instead, it would appear that cofacial π−π stacks are
512 primarily stabilized by local bond dipole/bond dipole and bond
513 dipole induced interactions leading to slipped cofacial
514 monomers with greater dimer stability than eclipsed.39,44 As
515 explained further below, our results as applied to the HDPP
516 dimer summarized in Figure 4 are entirely consistent with this
517 more recent viewpoint.
518 The HDPP dimer was broken up in to a series smaller dimer
519 pairs; the phenyl rings on either side of the DPP core were
520 labeled A(A′) and C(C′) with the DPP core as B(B′), where
521 X/X′ indicate the units deriving from the upper and lower
522 HDPP monomer respectively comprising the dimer. Thus, A−
523 B−C represents the upper and A′−B′−C′ the lower monomer
524 in the HDPP dimer. Then, each possible X/X′ pair originating
525 from the dimer was subjected to a Δx shift from its original
526 starting position within the dimer and ΔECP computed over the
527 15.5 Å translation. Thus, the A−A′ data represents movement
528 of benzene ring A relative to its lower sibling, A′, over the Δx
529 translation axis, A−B′ of the benzene ring translated over the
530 lower DPP core and A-C′ of the upper benzene ring relative to
531 the second benzene ring deriving from the lower dimer and so
532 on as per Figure 4. This process introduces at least one new C−
533 H bond per monomer in the newly generated dimer pair with
534 respect to the original, parent HDPP dimer. There are a
535 number of energetic equivalencies of the resulting X−X′ dimer
536 pair interaction energies: A−A′ = C−C′, B−A′ = C−B′, and
537 A−B′ = B−C′. The gray line in Figure 4 represents the sum of
538 all of these subdimer ΔECPs.
539 It is immediately apparent that positions of the local and global
540 minima observed for the “intact” HDPP dimer are reproduced by
541 the sum of the parts approach. It therefore would appear that
542 positions of local and global minima on the PES of the Δx
543 translation in the HDPP dimer are not dependent on charge
544 transfer interactions deriving from HOMO/LUMO π orbitals
545 of the HDPP monomers as these have been broken up in the
546 fragmentation process. On the other hand, if local bond dipole
547 derived interactions contribute to the stability of the original
548 HDPP dimer, increasing the number of C−H bond dipoles (as
549 is implicit in this fragment based approach) ought to result in
550 the sum of the parts PES curve being lower in energy than that
551 of the original HDPP mode−as is the case here. This is by
552 virtue of the “extra” C−H bonds created in capping the
553 fragments of the original dimer. Indeed, repeating the above
554 process using A, B and C over A′−B′-C′ results in a PES lying
555 between the gray and red lines in Figure 4 although still
556 coinciding with the local and global energy minima, as would be
557 expected as the number of “extra” C−H bond dipoles is lower
558 than with the X/X′ approach but still greater than in the HDPP
559 dimers.
560 Figure 4 suggests that phenyl/DPP core, or A−B′ and B−C′
561 overlaps, make the greatest contribution to “π−π” dimer
562 stability in diphenyl-substituted DPPs, with the remaining
563 interactions superimposed on this PES. Observed Δx slips of
564 4.5 and 5.1 A in HBDPP and ClBDPPβ respectively coincide
565 well with positions of local minima in the HDPP model (red)

566PES in Figure 4, as do the 9.4 A slips observed in ClBDPPα
567and IBDPP. However, the BrBDPP Δx slip of 8.4 A does not
568coincide with a predicted HDPP minimum which, together
569with its lower total dimer interaction energy from all nearest
570neighbors may suggest that polymorphs with either greater, or
571lesser Δx slip may be possible under different crystal growth
572conditions. Indeed, the red PES in Figure 4 suggests that this
573may be true of all of the materials in this study. We are
574currently examining this further.
575Taking all energetic results in to account, it would therefore
576appear that all of the interactions binding XBDPP “π−π”dimers
577together are local in nature. Each individual interaction may be
578relatively weak but in summation overall may lead to very large
579ΔECPs in “π−π” cofacial arrangements of DPPs. This
580conclusion is in contrast to recent postulations concerning
581such dimer energetics in other DPP systems.43

582Charge Transfer Integrals, th/e. In view of the close
583alignment of the XBDPP crystal derived π−π dimers along the
584x axis, we examined the variation of th/e of the model HDPP
585model system with Δx within the framework of the energy
586splitting in dimer method42 where th is given by half the energy
587splitting between the dimer HOMO and HOMO(−1) orbital
588pairs and likewise te by half the energy splitting between the
589LUMO and LUMO(+1) dimer orbital pair for centrosymmetric
590dimer pairs as we find in all cases here. The dependence of th/e
591on Δx has previously been reported in a variety of π−π dimer
592systems and is known to be a sensitive function of Δx in all of
593these systems.20,21,42 However, the model results are the first
594one on DPPs, which is surprising given the increasing surge of
595interest in DPP-based materials and their application in
596optoelectronic systems.
597When two monomeric π-conjugated molecules interact
598forming a π−π cofacial dimer, supra-molecular dimer orbitals
599are generated from the linear combination of individual
600monomer orbitals. In particular, the in-phase addition of the
601individual DPP monomer HOMOs, namely ηa and ηb, gives rise
602to a new dimer orbital H+ and the out of phase addition a new
603dimer orbital H−. At Δx = 0.0 (and Δy = 0.0, Δz = 3.6 Å), the
604fully bonding nature of the intermonomer interaction leads to
605H− being lower in energy than H+ which in turn exhibits fully
606 f5antibonding character as illustrated in Figure 5. Upon Δx
607translation of 2.3 Å, the bonding and antibonding character of
608H+ and H− undergo complete reversal; now H+ exhibits
609bonding (lower energy) and H− antibonding (higher energy)

Figure 5. Plot of dimer orbital energies of H+ (yellow) and H− (blue)
as a function of Δx. M06-2X/6-31G(d). Inset illustrates HOMOs of
HDPP dimer at Δx = 0.0 (left) and 2.3 Å (right), Δy = 0.0 and Δz =
3.6 Å in both cases.
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610 character. The translation has led to the crossing of a nodal
611 point at 1.5 Å. The interweaving of H+/H− orbital energies
612 occurs over the entire Δx translation with a total of 5 nodal
613 points at positions corresponding to changes of sign in the
614 original monomer HOMO orbital. A similar situation arises
615 with the dimer L+ and L− orbital pairs generated from the linear
616 combination of the monomer LUMOs, λa and λb, although now
617 6 nodes are generated, reflecting the extra node found in the
618 monomer λa/b orbitals.
619 The dependence of 1/2ΔEH/L on Δx for the model HDPP

f6 620 dimer system is given in Figure 6, in a form reflecting the

621 changing sign of th as a function of Δx (we define th as being

622 given by (EH−
− EH+

)/2 and likewise te = (EL− − EL+)/2. As
623 observed in a number of systems,20,21,42 the resulting
624 dependence of th/e on Δx takes the form of a continuous,
625 damped oscillation with maxima at Δx = 0.0 Å and their values
626 vary substantially even over small variation in intermonomer
627 translations. Looking at the dashed region in Figure 6,
628 corresponding to the global minimum on the PES (∼4.0 ±
629 1.4 Å) it can be seen that the absolute values of both th and te
630 oscillate between values of ∼9.5 and 0.0 kJ mol−1 over the
631 range of Δx indicated. Furthermore, the relative magnitudes of
632 th and te vary dramatically with respect to one another over this
633 range; at 3.8 Å; th ≪ te, at 4.6 Å; th = te, and at 5.2 Å; th ≫ te.
634 Similar behavior is observed over the broad local minimum at
635 ∼10 Å.
636 Subsequently, we determined th/e for all the π−π dimers in
637 Figure 1. Computed th/e values for the XBDPP π−π dimers (as

t3 638 well as those related cropped dimers) are summarized in Table
t3 639 3. In addition, the th/e as well as th/e

2 (assuming band and
640 hopping regimes respectively) results for the XBDPP series are

f7 641 shown in Figure 7.
642 We find that benzyl substituents do not influence th/e values
643 and that th/e values of XBDPP versus XDPP and BDPP versus
644 DPP pairs are essentially unchanged (<1 kJ mol−1 difference)

645on removal of the benzyl group. On the other hand, the
646presence of the additional halo-π lobes (2 per monomer) can
647be thought of as perturbing the th/e values associated with the
648DPP core (XBDPP vs BDPP and XDPP vs DPP). In all but
649one instance (IBDPP cropped structures) the relative ordering
650of th versus te in unaffected by the presence of the halo
651substituent although their individual values may be increased or
652decreased depending on how significantly the halo-π lobes
653perturb bonding/antibonding interaction in the H+/H− and
654L+/L− orbitals of the HDPP dimer.
655Again with the exception of the IBDPP derived crops, we
656find that the relative ordering of th versus te of the DPP group
657matches that predicted by the model studies carried out in the
658HDPP dimer for the appropriate value of Δx. This is quite
659surprising given the lack of structural relaxation allowed in the
660model dimer system, most obviously with respect to the
661phenyl/DPP core torsional twist which is planar in the model.
662The large th and th

2 values of HBDPP and ClBDPPβ
663dominate both plots in Figure 7 with values approaching those
664of Rubrene and consistently exceed those for structurally
665related diketopyrrolopyrroles.43,52,53 Thus, based on th, these
666two XBDPPs like Rubrene, are expected to act as highly

Figure 6. Hole (yellow) and electron (blue) transfer integral
dependence on Δx for HDPP dimer system. Boxed regions indicate
locations of minima in the dimer PES (Figure 4).

Table 3. Computed Hole and Electron Transfer Integrals
(th/te) for Structurally Modified and Non-Structurally
Modified π−π Dimer Pairs of Different N-Benzyl-
Substituted DPP Derivativesa

XBDPP
(kJ mol−1)

XDPP
(kJ mol−1)

BDPP
(kJ mol−1)

DPP
(kJ mol−1)

HBDPP 10.7/6.1 9.8/6.0 10.7/6.1 9.8/6.0
ClBDPPβ 11.8/4.0 11.4/3.8 12.8/2.5 12.4/2.4
BrBDPP 1.0/5.1 0.8/5.0 2.3/3.0 2.4/3.1
IBDPP 6.0/1.4 6.4/1.4 1.9/2.3 2.0/2.2
ClBDPPα 4.4/1.7 4.6/1.9 1.6/1.0 1.6/1.0
Rubrene 12.4/7.5

aNon-structurally modified π−π dimer pair of Rubrene included for
comparison.

Figure 7. M06-2X/6-311G(d) computed hole (yellow base) and
electron (blue base) charge transfer integrals (top left) and their
square (bottom right) for extracted π−π XBDPP dimers. Red topped,
rubrene; white topped, HBDPP; light green topped, ClBDPPβ;
brown, BrBDPP; purple, IBDPP; and dark green topped, ClBDPPα.
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667 effective hole carriers along the dimer π−π stacking axis in their
668 crystalline state. Assuming semiconductor band-type behavior,
669 the remaining th/e values overall reflect comparable hole and
670 electron transport properties over the group of remaining
671 XBDPPs with three exceptions; BrBDPP favors electron
672 transport by virtue of te > th and hole transport is favored
673 because of th > te in both IBDPP and ClBDPPα. Ambipolar
674 electronic charge transport properties (although favoring hole
675 transport) are associated with Rubrene, HBDPP and to a lesser
676 extent ClBDPPβ. On the other hand, thermal activated models
677 of charge transport which depend on th/e

2 , would suggest that
678 hole mobility in HBDPP and ClBDPPβ dominates the overall
679 electronically influenced charge transport properties of the
680 XBDPP series.
681 Of particular note is that exchanging I for the Br atoms in
682 BrBDPP results in a relative Δx shift of ∼1.0 Å between
683 monomers in the IBDPP dimer. This 1.0 Å shift is responsible
684 for a complete reversal of the relative ordering of the th/e values
685 between BrBDPP and IBDPP; te > th for BrBDPP, whereas th >
686 te for IBDPP. The relevant MOs of BrBDPP and IBDPP are

f8 687 given in Figure 8.

688 The HOMO of BrBDPP is ungerade (Hu) and exhibits weak
689 antibonding character. Applying a 1.0 Å shift of the upper
690 monomer relative to the lower (as occurs in IBDPP) results in
691 a strong bonding interaction being generated in Hu, lowering its
692 energy whereby it becomes the HOMO(−1) in IBDPP. At the
693 same time, the weakly bonding gerade orbital Hg
694 (HOMO(−1)) in BrBDPP becomes strongly antibonding in
695 IBDPP and as a result of the 1.0 Å shift, its energy is raised,
696 now becoming the HOMO. The net result is that the energy
697 splitting between Hu and Hg is considerably enhanced by the
698 small shift in Δx leading to a greater th for IBDPP than
699 BrBDPP (6.0 and 1.0 kJ mol−1 respectively). As illustrated in
700 Figure 8, the opposite situation occurs in the LUMO/
701 LUMO(+1) pairs; a 1.0 Å shift in Δx raises the energy of Lg
702 while lowering that of Lu of BrBDPP resulting in a switching of
703 their relative energies in IBDPP. The bonding/antibonding
704 character producing te = 5.1 kJ mol−1 for BrBDPP is reduced as
705 a result of the small shift, giving 1.4 kJ mol−1 for IBDPP. The
706 observed switching in the relative th and te values associated
707 with the 1.0 Å difference in Δx of the BrBDPP versus IBDPP

708crystal π−π dimers is therefore entirely consistent with the
709extreme sensitivity of th/e on Δx observed in the HDPP model
710herein and reported by others for different dimer sys-
711tems.20,21,42,54

712Overall, the various th/e values determined for the XBDPP
713π−π dimers can be rationalized on the basis of an underlying,
714systematic variation in the bonding/antibonding character in
715the HOMOs and LUMOs of an HDPP π−π dimer associated
716with variation in Δx, subject to perturbation of the π-system by
717the two new π-lobes of the halo substituents on each monomer
718present.

719■ CONCLUSIONS
720In conclusion, 5 DPP-based crystal structures are reported, 4 of
721them novel, one of which is a new polymorph of a previously
722reported structure. All of these structures exhibit π−π stacking
723motifs which run the length of the crystal. Local bond dipole
724and bond-dipole induced dipole interactions appear to stabilize
725these π−π stacks as does the presence of both halo and benzyl
726substituents, the latter contributing significantly to Δx
727alignment of π−π cofacial dimers in HBDPP and ClBDPPβ
728and to lesser extent in BrBDPP and IBDPP.
729We find that systematic variation of X in XBDPPs leads to
730systematic variation in Δx (with little variation in Δy) and
731therefore in computed th/e values for π−π dimers extracted
732from the crystal structures, suggesting significant semi-
733conductor bandwidth emerging along the crystallographic axis
734associated with the stacks. The resulting dependence of th/e on
735Δx resembles that obtained from 1-D translation of one HDPP
736monomer versus another in a model system. The th values of
737HBDPP and ClBDPPβ π−π dimers approach that of Rubrene,
738one of the most effective organic charge carrying crystalline
739materials reported to date. In addition, the binding energies of
740the HBDPP and ClBDPPβ π−π dimers are significantly larger
741than the Rubrene dimer; th/e values of the XBDPP pair may
742therefore show greater thermal resistance than those of the
743Rubrene π−π dimer. The effect of polymorphism is clearly seen
744in a substantial lowering of both th and te in ClBDPPα relative
745to its β polymorph, highlighting the significance of poly-
746morphism on the optimization of charge transfer properties in
747organic materials. The individual members of this systematically
748engineered crystal series of XBDPPs differ from one another
749only in the nature of the 2X atoms substituted (out of 60
750present), yet the resultant crystal structure variation induced is
751enough to produce large (10-fold) variation in th/e to the extent
752that a complete switching of the predicted nature of the hole/
753electron mobility may be induced. In this sense, clear structure/
754predicted charge transfer integral relationships are evident
755which may be exploited by the development of crystalline
756organic electronic devices using these materials, rationally
757tailored to perform specific tasks. Such predicted relationships
758may also form the basis of systematic tests of charge transfer
759theory using XBDPP systems. Accordingly, we hope our report
760stimulates interest in these systems among the organic
761optoelectronic materials research community.

762■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
763*S Supporting Information
764Counterpoise corrected interaction energy, number of equiv-
765alent molecules, site and space-filled representation for all the
766nearest neighbor dimer pairs of XBDPPs. X-ray crystallographic
767information files (CIF) are available for all of the reported
768structures. This material is available free of charge via the

Figure 8. Kohn−Sham molecular orbitals of π−π slipped, cofacial
dimers of BrBDPP (left) and IBDPP (right). M06-2X/6-311G(d),
IsoVal = 0.01.
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769 Internet at http://pubs.acs.org. Crystallographic information
770 files are also available from the Cambridge Crystallographic
771 Data Centre (CCDC) upon request (http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.
772 uk), CCDC deposition numbers 980388−980392).
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